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CHROMIS FIBEROPTICS, INC. HIRES DANA DUTOIT, VP OF SALES AND
MARKETING

WARREN, NJ-MARCH 12, 2007-Chromis Fiberoptics today announced that Dana
DuToit has joined the firm as V.P. of Sales and Marketing.  DuToit comes to Chromis
Fiberoptics after a 20 year career with progressive marketing and product development
experience in the specialty fiber optics and components field.  “We look forward to
Dana’s contribution to Chromis Fiberoptics” said Whitney White, CEO and a Founder.
“Dana has introduced a wide variety of optical fibers into multiple markets throughout
his career and will be a key factor in building and growing the marketplace for Chromis
Fiberoptics’ ground breaking Gigabit Graded Index Plastic Optical Fiber (GI-POF)
technology.”

“I have never encountered a fiberoptic technology with so much potential,” said Dana.
“The combination of technical attributes with ease of use is unprecedented.  I look
forward to introducing Chromis’ GI-POF into a number of markets that traditional optical
fibers have been unable to penetrate in addition to establishing Chromis as a superior
choice over traditional optical fibers in many applications.”

Dana is a graduate of the University of Minnesota, B.S. Mechanical Engineering.

."

About Chromis Fiberoptics, Inc.

Chromis Fiberoptics is a pioneer in the technology of plastic optical fiber (POF) and is
the world leader in perfluorinated graded-index POF. Chromis supplies high
performance plastic optical fibers for a wide range of applications, including medical
industrial, and data communications.  Chromis’ perfluorinated fiber is the world’s
simplest, most durable high-speed data communication medium, and supports
bandwidths more than 100 times larger than conventional POF. In medical and sensing
applications, Chromis’ lightguide products are the most flexible infrared light pipe on the
market today.

Chromis conducts all of its specialty fiber manufacturing at its headquarters in Warren,
N.J. and sells its products around the globe.
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